
  
 

 
 

2014 Non Wetsuit Policy & Entry Process 
 

Swimmer Temperature & Safety 
Our previous Bridge to Bridge events have indicated that skin swimmers were more than able to cope with the 
distance of the swim, especially as it was aimed only at experienced open water swimmers.  However, due to the 
limitations of swimming in a 'pod', which meant that some skins swimmers were required to wait for their slower 
wetsuited pod members longer than desired, continued concerns over the wellbeing and safety of swimmers has 
led Henley Swim to continue its policy to make extra kayak support compulsory for this year’s event.   
 
A further reason for extra kayak support is the loss of buoyancy when swimmers are not wearing a wetsuit, which 
inevitably causes additional safety concerns.  
 
However, in response to feedback from the last two years’ Bridge to Bridge, we have taken the decision to offer 
two options to skin swimmers – the option to swim with individual kayak support or to swim within wetsuit 
swimmers’ pods with additional kayak support. Full details are provided below.  
 
 

Option 1 - Individual Kayak Support 
In order for you to swim at your own speed and have the flexibility to keep your stops as long or short as required, 
we would encourage you to swim with your own kayak support, which would incur the following fees and kayak 
support. 

Entry Fee 
Your extra kayak support will incur an additional cost of £45, which will be payable with your online entry fee.  The 
total cost of your entry will be £122  

 
Kayak Support Allocation 

You will be informed the week before your event of your individual kayak supporter.  
 

On The Day 
Your individual kayak support will be allocated before the swim start at Henley. At that point you will be able to 
give your kayak support a limited amount of drinks/other supplies, if notified in advance. Once started, you will be 
able to swim at your own pace and keep your stops as short as you feel necessary in order to maintain body 
temperature.  
 
 

Option 2 – Additional Kayak Support 
Skin swimmers can opt to swim without individual kayak support, however, they will be required to stay within their 
allocated pod for the duration of the swim, and due to the additional risks involved in swimming without a wetsuit 
as outlined above, additional kayak support will be made available.  

 
Entry Fee 

This option will incur a small additional fee, due to the extra kayak support that will be required. The total cost of 
your entry will be £92  
 

On The Day 
Skin swimmers will be allocated into ‘pods’ at Hambleden, which will subject to additional kayak support, 
dependant on the number of skin swimmers within that pod. The emphasis will be on keeping the stops as short 
as necessary in order for the swimmers to work as a cohesive group and maintain body temperature.  

 
 

Entry Process 
Due to the demands of this swim, applications for Non Wetsuit entries are taken on a case by case basis. If you 
would like to enter the Non Wetsuit category, email entries@henleyswim.com, providing details of your cold water 
swimming experience, including distances and times, etc.   If your application is accepted, you will be contacted 
and provided with an entry form link, so that you can make your entry online. 
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